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AccountKeeper powerful, flexible spreadsheet easily maintaining accounts for :- Small Companies,
- Businesses,
- Organisations and
- Charities

AccountKeeper checks itself and immediately alerts the user to discrepancies.


Provides dynamic Graphic Representation ( as seen below ).



Keeps track of payments that have gone stale – ie:- Invoices that need chasing



Profit and Loss and Balance Sheets easily swaps between the current actual
figures and the predicted End of Year figures.



Permits many different ways of collating the data through additional TYPES
and/or additional sheets.



Handles VAT analysis in a very simple and direct way, whether your
company\business\organisation is VAT registed or not.



Allows Year on Year analysis, predicting overall growth based on individually
specified growths, up to two years in advance.



Has an integral Inventory where you can specify depreciation of individual items.



Integrity of the spreadsheet is maintained throughout and performed
automatically.



Using AccountKeeperCompanion – Create Nominal Ledger reports in :.htm ( for Web Browser use ) and .txt ( text file – easily searchable ).

Extremely flexible and customisable - The Subscriptions sheet can be easily repurposed for Gift Aided donations.
( If you need AccountKeeper to be in a currency other than Sterling £ then just ask )

AllertonEPS-Software.co.uk
63 The Rock, Helsby
Cheshire WA6 9AS
Greg +44 7944 296136

Last Revision – June 2021
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AccountKeeper's is written in

& then converted to Excel
The main benefit is that conditional formatting is easy to configure and work with.
The Excel version benefits greatly from this.

AccountKeeper is available from our website in both formats.
Open Office is freely available to download from www.OpenOffice.org
There are no macros in AccountKeeper, all checking and verfication is done using
conditional formatting. The lack of macros ensures the high integrity of the
spreadsheet.

AccountKeeper has the following sheets :- The Welcome sheet for the global parameters.
- The GraphicalRepresentation sheet seen on the previous page of this guide –
provides a very useful graphical representation of the accounts.
- The Totals sheet keeps track of the Profit/Loss and also the Opening and
Closing Balances, taking into account any transfers between accounts. You can add
additional rows ( TYPES ) to the accounts. When you enter a Transaction ( on the
Transaction sheet ), allocating it an existing TYPE, you will see that the Totals page
gets updated immediately. Profit as a percentage of Turnover is shown very succintly.
- The Balance sheet for assessing instanteous value of the business.
- The Transactions sheet where you specify the transactions throughout the
year, sometimes it will be the only sheet that you need to deal with on a day to day
basis.
- The TypesBCDE where you can specify your own Types, or further
breakdown a particular core Type such as Sundries allowing more specific detail to
be revealed.
- All other sheets including the Asset-Inventory sheet are non essential and you
can delete or format them as you wish, we have created them as we consider them an
important extra way of keeping track of individual aspects of the accounts. But the
choice is entirely up to you.

AllertonEPS-Software.co.uk
63 The Rock, Helsby
Cheshire WA6 9AS
Greg +44 7944 296136
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Welcome
This is the Welcome sheet, where you are asked to specify the Global parameters.
After that you can just start adding entries into the Transactions sheet and see how they afffect the other
sheets.

Replace the word AccountKeeper with the name of the Company / Business / Organisation
VAT Status has a Pull down menu
button appears and the VAT Number can be entered.
Specify the Start of the Year

and

once highlighted the cell a pull down menu

the End of Year ( needn't be 365 days )

Specify the number of the accounts that are going to be used and the names of those accounts.
The Names of the additional Types is also specified on the Welcome Sheet.

AccountKeeper
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Graphical Representation Sheet

We are now going to step through the sheets.
The GraphicalRepresentation sheet is an non essential sheet but provides a useful graphical
representation of the accounts. It segregates the transactions into months of the financial year. So in
this demonstration it is clearly visible that the last few months of the financial year were recording a
loss – seen in the obvious red figures on the left hand side but just as dramatically in the graph which
smoothes out the 12 points along the X axis.
There is a salmon rectangle visible warning the viewer that there are transactions specified in the
future as the snapshot of the accounts were taken midway through the year – and the projected
transactions have been entered into the Transaction sheet.
There is an additional warning if the YearEnd date specified on this page doesn't match the actual year
end date
it means that there are some
This YearEnd value doesn't match the Totals page
Probably a transaction doesn't have a valid date
transactions whose dates are not within the current financial year ( or are not entered correctly –
30/2/2019 )
Concerts
is a Type which can be shown on a second graph – just edit the graph accordingly. You
can change the Type to any one of the core Types specified on the Totals sheet.

AccountKeeper
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We'll skip over the BalanceSheet for the time being and jump to the Transactions and Totals Sheets.
Both are absolutely essential to the whole package, initially is it important to discuss their Header
sections.
The Header section of Totals Sheet is where the Dates that you want to work between are specified.
There are different options for showing transactions ( and the effects of those transactions ) between
specific dates OR showing All Transactions.
It might be desirable to have the Profit and Loss section of the accounts showing the figures from just
the last month.
This is the Header section of the Totals Sheet. ...

There are three dates – which create different configurations :The picture shows a standard distribution of dates - the arrows between the dates indicate that one
date should be after another - and in this configuration would show the Profit and Loss from the
YearStart to the AsOf Date.
It is possible to change the YearStart date to a date that sits between the YearStart and the AsOf date.
By changing it to something other than YearStart, it becomes StartDate for example to show the Profit
and Loss for a particular month ( The Profit and Loss always represents the effects of the transactions
between the StartDate and the AsOf dates. )
It is also possible to change the AsOf date to something other than =TODAY()
can be a date in the past or in the future.

( =Now() is the same ).

This

YearEnd is not to be changed and should stay “=YearEnd” ( so that it points to the definition on the
Welcome Sheet ).
Finally the box on the far right “Normal Transactions” has a pulldown menu – and it is possible to
select between “Normal Transactions” and “All Transactions”.
When “All Transactions” is selected – the Profit and Loss represent the effects of ALL the transactions
within the year – and overrides the StartDate – AsOf date selection.
The title “Profit and Loss Totals” changes to “Includes Projected Figures” ( only if there are
transactions specified in the future that are now affecting the Profit and Loss. )
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A Salmon background indicates that the selection deviates from the normal :– a Pull down selection can easily restore StartDate to the formula “=YearStart” AND
– the pulldown for the AsOf date can easily restore the AsOf to the formula “=TODAY()”.
The text in the box on the Transactions Sheet, indicates what is selected on the Totals sheet.

Start Date is shown rather than
YearStart and the SnapShot date
isn't the day the accounts
where being viewed ( ie. =Today() ).
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The Transactions sheet ...

Section 1

Section 2

The Transactions Sheet is split into two sections :Section 1 contains the Transactions and the Type – The first two columns are for references should
you wish to provide references for the transaction. Next : the dates ( three dates for each transaction )
then Description of the Transaction and then whether it was Monies Received OR Outgoing Payments.
Outgoing payments are typed in with a preceeding minus sign and are shown in RED. There are then
up to five accounts; the account ( 1 to 5 ) to which the transaction is applied is specified just to the left
of the TYPE Column.
Section 2 contains alternative ways of collating information – and is non-essential for the core
operation of AccountKeeper.
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The Transactions Sheet
We have the Brought Forward section and then main body of the transactions. We have specified five
SampleTransactions. From the “Which Account” column you can see that the first transaction is to
affect the PettyCash account, the second affects the third account ( the NS&I account ), whilst the
remaining transactions affect the second account ( the HSBC account ).
There are three date columns - “Posted”, “Intermediate” and “Value”.
The “Posted” ( optional ) date is the date that the entry was made – perhaps when the invoice was
issued or in the case of an expenditure – the date the cheque was written.
The “Intermediate” ( optional ) date is for your use – it might be the date that you actually posted the
invoice, or the date that your cheque was countersigned.
The “Value” Date is the date that the spreadsheet attributes the value.
The screenshot below shows the same sheet – but this time “All Transactions” have been set on the
Totals Page. ( mentioned on Page 6 of this guide )

£24 & £200 were previously greyed out.
But the fourth transaction's date remains
RED as it remains unspecified.
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If not 30 days – Specifiy more than or less than 30 days in the border █ column

Returning to the normal mode – which only shows transactions up to the current date ( in this case 17 th
November 2019 ) :The first transaction has dates in all three of the date columns – and is thus a normal entry ( into
account number 1 - Petty Cash )
The second transaction is also a normal transaction – and thus affects account number 3 – NS&I
The third transaction was “Posted” on the 13th November but it's value date isn't expected until
Christmas Eve. Thus it is Greyed out and doesn't affect any of the accounts ( until you re-open the
spreadsheet on Christmas Eve - OR select AllTransactions mode. )
The fourth transaction was “Posted” way back in June and still doesn't have a “Value” date. This is
seriously over 30 days old and thus the “Value” date cell is shown in RED ( and obviously doesn't yet
affect any of the accounts ( unless AllTransactions has been selected ) ). If the transaction is on a 90 day basis
then putting 90 in the B column ( the border ) will mean that the transaction won't flagged as RED until
90 days has elapsed from the Posted Date. You can put any number in ColumnB, and the default of 30
days will be changed to the this value. So putting 15 days in ColumnB will also mean that the cell will
change RED if it still remains empty after 15 days.
The fifth transaction was “Posted” in June and eventually was received on the 10th October – It was
way over 30 days old when it eventually was settled – but once it is received it isn't highlighted in any
way.
The only date in blue above – is Christmas Eve – to indicate that it is in the future.
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There are a few special TYPEs of which you need to be aware.
Firstly Transfer - “3>1” means that this transaction is a cash withdrawal of £1000 from the HSBC to
PettyCash. Both the “WhichAccnt” ( 3>1 ) and the “Type” ( Transfer ) are needed to correctly transfer
the money from one account to another. ( The £1000 is typed into the Monies Received – the two cells are
then merged and then centred – this is just to help the appearance )
Secondly the Reconciliation TYPE OR for shortness we use Marry. The “WhichAccnt” column tells the
spreadsheet to which account it relates ( in this case 2 ). The actual TYPE repeats the “Marry2_” then
specifies the figure ( without the currency symbol - include the pence .00 as necessary ).
The BroughtF ( Forwards ) can be split into more precise TYPEs – to match up with the Types
specified in Section 2 of the Totals Sheet.

The Carried Forwards specified after the close of the accounts ( see below ) are actually included in the
current years accounts and are therefore normal Types which must specified in P&L ( Section 1 ) of the
Totals sheet.

The above screenshot also shows that the individual accounts can have additional “MarryX_1234.50”
against each Total. This is beneficial particularly when there are many CarriedForwards specified.

Choosing to highlight ...

Typing 'Highlight' into Column C – highlights the Transaction Description – as shown above. The
highlighting is the same as the highlighting for the 'Marry' usage.
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If the Reconciled value that has been typed into the TYPE column is more than a penny ( cent ) out than
the value in the second account ( HSBC ) column, the system generates a Cosmic Error.
Cosmic Error is alerted to the user by :- the left column turning RED,
- the Title Date changing to a RED background
- and the message Difference_1 = £ 0 , Difference_2 = £ 0 , Reconciliation Issue(s)
is produced indicates the issue(s) that are being presented.
The order indicates the importance of the Error. It is best to only update one row at a time and then the
source of the issue is then more obvious.
The Cosmic Error is triggered by the following conditions :- The above condition first – A Marry typed into the the Type Column doesn't marry.
- A Type has been specified in the Transaction sheet for which there is not a corresponding Type on
the Totals sheet.
- A UserDefined link is in error.
An associated ( more serious ) error is generated CosmicError has an invalid argument when the
formula used to calculate the Cosmic Error has an error. Such as a Circular Reference or other such
conditions – this shouldn't ever appear and needs to be sorted out immediately – just as the Cosmic
Error.

AccountKeeper
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Section 2

1

On the Transactions sheet, the top version shows everything accounted for, whilst the second version
has a TYPE error and a TYPE B error.
Section 1 is the core transaction.
The last entry of the main TYPE column has been been changed to an unknown type ( TypeX ) which
was not specified on the Totals sheet and it generates the RED Border on this sheet and the other
sheets.
Section 2 is where you can add different Types – we have called them TypeB, C, D & E and given them
titles :- “Fruits”, “Concerts”, “Subs” & “Sundries”. These Types work in a similar way to the main TYPE
( which can be thought of as TypeA ) as they need each entry to be included in the Totals section on the
TypesBCDE sheet. So TypeB is in error because “Mangos” 1 has not yet been included as a
category on the TypesBCDE sheet.

AccountKeeper

This is how the TypesBCDE sheet
Represents a CosmicError

And this is how it looks when Type B
itself is generating an error
because Marrow was
typed instead of Marrows

These Types don't need to solely be a subsets
of a Main Type. They can actually cross over
Main Types – for example :You might want to monitor the expense claims
of individual people, where the expense itself
is allocated to the more important category “Stationary”, “Sundries”, “Concerts” etc ...
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Section 5

Section 2

Section 4
The Totals sheet is split into five sections ( not all are necessary for all users. )
Section1 ( Top Left ) is the Profit/Loss analysis – the user can create Types – the Types assigned to
Transactions must be listed on this sheet.
The most important column is the TYPE column. As you receive AccountKeeper the only transactions
that are entered are ones to enable you to see how the spreadsheet operates – thus the
SampleTransaction type is the only TYPE which has any values. The first column is the Monies
Received, the next is the Payments, and the third column is the additional of those two first columns.
( money leaving the account is always entered as a negative and is shown in RED )
The next column to the right of the Type Column is the Count which counts how many transactions
there are of this Type on the Transactions sheet.

On the Totals sheet – it is possible to select
“All Transactions”
If there are Transactions ( that were specified in the future )
then they are now included in the Totals. And the
Count for that particular category shows
in Salmon pink.
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Section2 of the Totals sheet ( Bottom Left of previous page ) - Shows the opening balances of the
individual accounts, sums them up to produce a single Opening Balance, the Profit/Loss figure is then
added in and then the Transfers between the accounts are excluded ( since they are to not to be
included in the Closing Balance ). The same summation occurs for the Closing balance.
The Closing Balance should always equal the Opening balance + Profit/Loss figure ( with the transfers
excluded ). This is one of the ways the spreadsheet constantly checks itself, if these values are out by
more than a penny then red borders appear ( as shown on the next page ).
Section3 ( Top Middle ) - Shows the VAT analysis for each Type – this is shown whether or not the
Company\Business\Organisation is VAT Registered or not. If Not then it is for information only. You can
set different VAT Rates for different Types. The VAT Status of your CompanyBusinessOrganisation is
set on the Welcome sheet. The allocation of the VAT rate is used on the Totals sheet and the TypeBCDE
sheet. If VAT Registered; the VAT Rates specified in this section are also used to generate the Nominal
Ledger ( by the AccountKeeperCompanion ).
Section4 ( Bottom

)

Section5 ( Top Right )

- A place for your initials
( Might be useful for when printing out the account summary )
- Comparison with future and previous years
( As per the next page : it is non-essential - delete if you wish )

Particularly useful when Printing ( or creating a PDF for a presentation of the accounts )
Each of the sections of this sheet have names associated with them. A spreadsheet name can be a
single cell or a collection of cells. ( The cells with single names are on the Welcome sheet – such as
VAT_Registered and SnapShotDate ).
The Name “ProfitAndLoss” is defined as $Totals.$A$1:$AH$32 - This makes printing ( or generating a
PDF ) easier – as you only have to select the Name and then choose Print, selecting Print only selected
cells – and immediately you have the ProfitAndLoss section of the Totals sheet.

In Open Office
This is where the Name is
Normally specified
( It just has been blanked out
while the mini window is
in use. )

Exactly the same functionality exists in Excel
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Section 5
( of Totals sheet )

1

Section5 is for Forecasting - non essential ( delete if you wish ) section of the Totals sheet and the Balance
Sheet – where you can compare the current year to previous years and predict growth into future years.
This section allows you to specify differing percentages for different Types as you might be aware of
growth in some areas and not in others – specifying individual percentages allows you to arrive at an
overall percentage growth ( or shrinkage ).
The yellow cells are where you add the values from previous years :- Year-3 , Year-2 and Year-1.
And the yellow cells for the current year and future years are where you specify percentages :x% means if you specifying 0% and are half way through the year, the current value will be doubled by
the end of the year. If you specify a negative percentage then you are predicting a shrinkage rather
than a growth.
There are however three alternatives to specifying a percentage :“ZERO” will mean £0 is put in the next column ( NOTE :- This is not the same as 0% )
“LOCK” can be used to freeze the current value ( as per the current value midway through the year ).
“PREV” will use the PREVious year's values.
There is a way of adding payments that are in the future ( on the Transactions sheet ) - such as rent
payments which you know will become due by the end of the year. If such entries exist on the Transactions
sheet then the 1 SALMON Box appears. It is then assumed that those payments in the future correctly
indicate the EndofYear value for this particular category. The value in this section includes future
payments – despite the Profit\Loss section still potentially showing the instanteous values of the
accounts. ( There are two modes for the accounts ( including the Profit\Loss ) - set by the Pull Down menu on the
Transactions Page – on the title “Transactions” )
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Section 5
Continued
( of Totals sheet )

3

2
Section5 Continued
2 shows the Totals for each year and the corresponding growth or shrinkage compared to the adjacent
year. So for example :The 17% shows the percentage growth to the next year ( £527 grows to £619 )
The next percentage is a massive 838% ( these aren't real figures and are just demonstrate the functionality ) £619
jumped to £5,806.48.
The next percentage is -6% ( which is showing a slight drop ( or shrinkage ) to the current year ). In
other words last year was slightly better than the current year ( IS PREDICTED TO BE ( BY THE END OF
THE YEAR )).
The Totals and Percentages then swap round – predicting the future – based on the individual growth
expectations of each of the categories - ( which have been typed in by the user ) - an aggregate growth of
24% is predicted.
The second year into the future can also be predicted – which shows a 4% increase on the previous
year.
( Obviously these aren't sensible figures – and therefore don't generate sensible percentage figures )

3 these sub total sections are used for totals for the sections. They correspond to the sub totals in the
Profit and Loss section ( of this sheet ). These have formula in them and hence are shown in white.

AccountKeeper
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( as it is well knitted into the other sheets ).

Shown above is the Type B section of the sheet. There are also Types C, D and E on this sheet – These
collections are for your use – to collate selective aspects of your accounts.
So for example :The entry on the Transactions sheet is given the Type “FruitsOfTheGarden”
whilst the Column B provides more specific detail about the Transaction and TypeB is
assigned a more specific description “Marmalade”.

FruitsOfGarden

Marmalade

Below are two versions of snippet of the ProfitAndLoss sheet relating to the FruitsOfGarden. The first is
for a Non-VAT'd BusinessOrganisation, the second is VAT'd – The VAT analysis on the RHS section is the
same – and the sheets marry up.
This also shows that the Background colour of Marmalade is user selectable and doesn't need to be consistent Marmalade
can be used although it makes better readability if the same background is used – avoid using RED and SALMON PINK.

Non VAT'd
Different Values on the Totals sheet because is BusinessOrganisationCharity is :VAT'd

–

AccountKeeper
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='Types B,C,D,E'.F41

User Defined Checks are a section of the Welcome Sheet which allows the user to make connections
between different sections on different sheets and to allow the RedBorder Cosmic error to alarm if the
two values differ by more than a penny. There are currently up to ten comparisons rows defined – but you
can add more as you need.
The Enable column has a pull down menu to select whether this check is to be included in the User
Checks – as it might be useful to temporarily suspend a particular check whilst the spreadsheet is being
edited ( with a view to restoring at a later stage ). In the example above the second check would be in
error if it were Enabled – so temporarily suspending this check might be benefical whilst editing the
spreadsheet.
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The Balance Sheet is a secondary sheet ( other sheets do not depend upon it ).

The red corner shows that there
Is a comment associated with the cell

Either leave the Dots in this column
OR replace them with Types
– AccountKeeperCompanion
needs tthem.

The Balance Sheet shows the accounts at a specific point in time, showing all the assets and liabilities of
the business. It communicates the so-called “book value” of the business, as calculated by subtracting
all of the company’s liabilities and shareholder equity from its total assets.
A balance sheet offers internal and external analysts a snapshot of how a company is currently
performing. To the right of this table is the similar section to Section 5 of the Profit and Loss table compares how the business performed in the past, and how it expects to perform in future years. This
makes balance sheets an essential tool for individual and institutional investors, as well as key
stakeholders within an organization and any outside regulators..
This sheet is the least automated of all the AccountKeeper sheets. As ( for example ) complicated
Purchase Agreements aren't shown as Transactions in AccountKeeper, it will remain a table that has to
have it's data manually typed in. The table to the right ( not shown ) – predicting future values is
automated. See the documentation relating Section 5 of the Totals sheet.
Note :- These figures are just sample figures.
- In this example the SnapShotDate is after the end of the year and is thus shown in grey.
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This is the Subs sheet. It is non essential. It allows you to keep track of who has paid their subs and
when, using colour can indicate how they have paid their subs.
You can make comparisons and references to this sheet on the TypesBCDE sheet.
( If you don't want it – delete it !!! )
However this sheet can be repurposed and used to
keep track of GiftAid donations. If you are OK with
Re-utilising sheet this – great : crack on
otherwise ask us for Free assistance
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This is the Asset – Inventory Sheet. It is non essential sheet. It allows you to keep track of your assets,
and how they are depreciating. Depreciation is considered normal for assets, thus if an asset is
actually increasing in value then a negative depreciation is specified. As an example the GOLD chalice
was bought exactly two years ago and thus has increased in price two 10%'s to £1200 - it is not
cumulative.
( Cumulatively would add another £10 :At the end of the first year
10% of £1000 is £ 100
At the end of the second year 10% of £1100 is £ 110
and thus the cumulative total after two years is £1210
We didn't want to require special AddOns to be installed to use this AccountKeeper spreadsheet and have thus
kept it simple – after all the depreciation assessment is only rough in the first place. )
The SILVER chalice was purchased four months prior to the GOLD one and therefore even though it
has a lower Appreciation ( -9% ) after two years the SILVER still one ends up more valuable the GOLD
one.
Again you have another breakdown opportunity – where the last column m stands for memorabilia.
This is not case sensitive.
m
M
( You may have difficulty putting
and
the same column, the spreadsheet will automatically change
it to whatever case has been previously used in the column. As the SUMIF statement is not Case sensitive
there is no need to worry but should you need / want to then : Copy the cell elsewhere, change the case and
then copy it back.
For companies who have Shares – they can be considered Assets.
There is an equivalent Breakdown ( example – you could generate more ) available at the bottom of the
Transactions sheet – They operate in a similar manner.
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This is the Year End Sheet. It is non essential sheet.
It allows you to keep track of anything you want to keep track of on an
annual basis.
Plus it includes your VAT Quarterly Returns ( the values here are to be
typed in manually ).

AccountKeeper
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might need to be adjusted a fraction – in this case :=YearStart – 2 (days)
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Any Wingdings character can be placed here
for the row to be included in the Total.
'n' is the Wingdings character 'n'

The Totals of the Renumeration and the Commute to Work Renumeration can be included as one of the
User Defined Check Locations on the Welcome Sheet.
This sheet can be deleted if it is not needed.

AccountKeeper

Either fill them out through out the year
to be kept electronically

Useful Snippets sheet - Can be deleted if you want.
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Or Print them out to be filled in by hand

AccountKeeper
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Just put Monday's date in here and the
Invoice Number and Date are
derived from it.

In Windows10 you can easily screen grab the Invoice using the three key combination of “WindowsKey –
Shift – S”.
You can then save it in a temporary folder before including it in an email to your client.
OR you could print to a PDF – choosing just this sheet of the workbook.
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Companion

AccountKeeperCompanion was mentioned on the first page of this guide – it is a separate
spreadsheet which contains macros which operate on the source AccountKeeper spreadsheet. One of the
main features of AccountKeeper spreadsheets is that they DON'T contain macros – this is
considered to add security to the spreadsheet.

AccountKeeperCompanion opens an AccountKeeper spreadsheet and creates a Nominal

Report in an .htm format which can be viewed in a Browser and a .txt which can be opened in a simple text
editor. It also can ensure that the Colours of the Types all marry up.

AccountKeeperCompanion is the only aspect of AccountKeeper that is restricted, it is hoped
that you find AccountKeeper so useful that you will want to purchase the Companion to complete your
accounts documentation.
AccountKeeperCompanion is only available on the Open Office platform, you can always convert Excel
spreadsheets to OpenOffice format for them to be accessible to this Companion software.
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Companion

Once one of the buttons is pressed - a set of arrows appears above the buttons ...

And once complete a Green Tick appears alongside the name of the Output file...

The resulting .htm file is viewable in a browser ( there is only demonstration information shown here ).
The .txt looks very similar.
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Companion

From here you can make sure that both the foreground and
background Colours of the Transactions match up with the Colours
specified on the Totals sheet and the TypesB,C,D,E sheet.

A Confirmation is needed because this will change the AccountKeeper
spreadsheet :–
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Helpful Tips
Some helpful things to use with AccountKeeper :- When you type certain dates into a date field, 1/4 gets changed to ¼ unless you add leading zeros
01/04/2019
- When you are wishing to print out only parts of a sheet, just select the items that you want to print
out and then choose SELECTION ONLY when printing.

Because of the flexibility of AccountKeeper :- Gift Aid donations can be handled easily and with the minimum of fuss …
Instead of having just one TYPE, create two, one called Collection Plate
( or just PLATE ) and the other called GIFT AID. That way the GIFT AID donations
can be separated out and the HMRC element can be easily determined.
We have sheet called SUBS that can be repurposed to keep a track of the number
of donations throughout the year from individuals. And the colours can be
used to great effect.

When you download AccountKeeper it will be called AccountKeeper_RevXX.ods – we recommend you
store that version and then within OpenOffice re-save the file to suit the name of your
organisation/company/business such as :BloggsBand_YrEndMay2020_Rev01.ods
Then each time you make a significant change you can up-rev the file – keeping multiple copies in your
folder ( see later for online backups )
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This table shows the complexities of making sure that the Profit and Loss does not include VAT when the
CompanyBusinessOrganisation is VAT Registered. And how the VAT liability that must be handled
( extending into a CarriedOver liability for the following year ).
The table shows a £120 transaction – firstly how it is handled by a non VATd business and then secondly
when the business is VAT registered and the payment of the VAT is spread ( artifically ) over three VAT
payments with the last one beign carried over in the next year.

< SnapShot Date

> SnapShot Date

> Year End

Brought Forwards
( don't have VAT status in the current year )

Business is
NOT VAT Registered

Normal
Transaction

Future
Transaction

Carried Over

Non VAT able
Normal Transaction

Non VAT able
Future Transaction

Carried Over

VAT able
Normal Transaction

VAT able
Future Transaction

VAT able
Transaction
Carried Over

VAT payment as a
Future Transaction

VAT payment
Carried Over

£120

£120

Business is
VAT Registered

£100
VAT Payment as a
Normal Transaction

£10

£100 + £10 + £5 + £5

£5

=

£5

£120

The SnapShot date is the date at which the accounts are being inspected. It could be before the Current
Year End or it could be after. This analysis considers the case of the SnapShotDate being before the Year
End.
The example in BLUE shows how a Transaction of £120 is actually broken up for the Profit and Loss sheet.
This is a worst case senario. The figures are diminutive to make it easier to follow. It is improbable that
the VAT element would be split into three payments, but this shows that it is possible though that one
transaction could to create a further three VAT transactions.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Can't get rid of Cosmic Error ( shown by red coloured border )
The red coloured border is caused by the system identifying an error ( which has been given the term
Cosmic Error ). Hopefully the information provided at the top of the Totals and Transactions pages will
direct you to the specific issue that has caused the Cosmic Error.
Note that the order in which the message is structured is ( as best as can be ) a priority order.
If you can reverse the actions that you have just done ( perhaps by using CTRL-Z ) and the error
disappears then you know that it was the last change that caused the Cosmic Error.
If you have used the User Defined Checks then one of these may be giving an issue – you can
temporarily disable the checks.
There wasn't a Cosmic Error ( red border ) when I last saved the spreadsheet.
The spreadsheet has a cell called "SnapShotDate" which is normally set to =TODAY() - today's date,
but can be any date. You can change the SnapShotDate ( by replacing =TODAY() with a specific date ) this is on the Welcome sheet. If you set the date to the previous date when you last used the
spreadsheet and the error disappears then you know that one of the transactions that has become
active since you last used the spreadsheet is causing the issue.
To use all transactions ( including those with dates specified in the future ) use the selection at the top
of the Transactions page to specify "All Transactions". If there are issues with ANY of the transactions
then the Cosmic Error will be generated - so briefly toggling this switch will ensure that all transactions
( including transactions with dates in the future ) are OK and not going to generate a Cosmic Error ( in
the future ).
Once you have finished specific analysing of the transactions - Don't forget to return the SnapShotDate
to =TODAY().
If the SnapShotDate isn't set to “=TODAY()” then the SnapShotDate is shown with a Thick Blue Border.

The VAT Rates
are specified here

What happens if the VAT rate changes
It is simply a matter of creating two different TYPES - “Sundries20” and “Sundries22.5”.
On the Totals Sheet …

On the Transactions sheet ...
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Frequently Asked Questions continued ...
I have a customer who only has paid part of my invoice
OR
I want to split a transaction across more than one Type
The solution is simplier than you might initially realise

90 days

You can create additional rows for the same transaction – each row can be allocated different Types
and different value dates. You can merge the cells vertically to assist clarity.
In the case of the Invoice – it is expected that the invoice will be paid in three installments – the first
installment has a Value Date of2/3/2020 – and is thus included in the accounts to date. The second
installment is over 30 days old and so has a RED box where the Value Date should be. The third
installment is on a 90 day payment schedule and therefore doesn't have a RED box in the Value Date
column. ( The 90 day payment schedule is defined by putting 90 in the B column ( which the blue
border )). If there isn't a value specified in ColumnB then it is assumed that the payment is expected
within 30 days. )
In the case of the photocopying – the total £10 can be included in the description ( for clarity only ). The
split has been because part of the cost is attributable to a “Concert” whilst the remainder is
attributable to “Promotional Material”.
Closing my spreadsheet with no changes – Why is it still asking me to save my spreadsheet.
SnapShotDate by default is tied to “=TODAY()” and this has changed from the last time you opened the
spreadsheet. Don't worry about it – either save it – or don't – it won't matter either way.
How to show Monthly Profit and Loss
Page 6 of this guide – explains the details of the header section of the Totals sheet. The Montly P&L
can be shown by artifically changing the Start Date.
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Advice
We recommend that you SAVE versions of the spreadsheet on a frequent basis. That way you can have
a trail of snapshots of the accounts throughout the year. We recommend that the current and saved
versions are stored in a folder that is automatically backed up on the cloud, using DropBox or
GoogleDrive or equivalent. This has two benefits – it protects against your spreadsheet from being
damaged, lost or being stolen ( as a result of a theft of hardware ) AND it allows selected nominated
individuals ( with Read Access Only ) to monitor your accounts, providing them with a level of
confidence in your accounting procedures that was previously not possible.
There are two columns – one for “Monies Received” and other for “Payments”. When a particular Type
gets collated together – say for example an event, then it is necessary to see how much revenue was
received in relation to the event, and then how much was paid out to get that event off the ground. But
for example – if somebody pays for two tickets and subsequently wants a refund of one, then it is more
appropriate to add another transaction with a negative number into the “Monies Received” column.
This is not only the correct way to do the accounts, but allows you to return cash to the individual
despite the individual initially paying by cheque.
We use a folder on a DropBox account to store information – this means that it is backed online and
others can be given READ-ONLY access to it. This means that you accounts can be monitored by
somebody else in your organisation on an ad-hock basis – this improves accountability and ultimately
trust in the individual using AccountKeeper

In OpenOffice the best way to add rows is to COPY then use the Paste-Special function, that way all the
formula transfer over as well. If you just use the Insert Row facilty then you won't have transferred over
the formula, and there are formula in the coloured borders. Be aware also that the sheets use a lot of
Conditional Formatting. We recommend you save your work before doing big changes.
We have tried to ensure that all formulas in particular summations will not be adversely affected by the
addition of rows – but it is always best to insert rather than append.
Excel has a similar way to add rows which includes copying the formula ( of every cell on the row – there
are some columns that have been hidden to aid readability – these also need their formulas to be included
when adding rows. )
Once you get more comfortable with the operation of the spreadsheet, you might find that you want to
add some extra specific sheets.
The AccountKeeper spreadsheet has been developed over a number of years and has been tweaked for
use with businesses ( with VAT analysis needs ) and is used for the Liverpool Male Voice Choir and is
also now the accounting system for Helsby Sport and Community Centre.
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Our gratitude goes to the developers of OpenOffice for a magnificant office suite which has many
many advantages over other office suites ...

Their official website is www.OpenOffice.org
The Microsoft

Excel version of AccountKeeper had been created in OpenOffice and then
saved in .XLS format.

It has been tested in Excel and performs perfectly – and in exactly the same way as it does in Open
Office. ( The development of this software has been so much easier in Open Office. )

As mentioned a few pages back – AccountKeeperCompanion is an add-on which generates Nominal
Reports both in TXT and HTM formats – the latter being viewable in a web browser.
In addition we have developed some software called EQIC which was built with small traders in mind :plumbers, electricians etc who have to similar jobs in different locations. One of it's key strengths is
having a database of products and tasks to allow businesses to tweak aspects of the job prior to
issuing a Quotation and then to be able to monitor the job and tweak things to generate the Invoice.
There are also Electrical Certification sheets that were powerful but need bringing up to 18th Edition
standard.
We have done our best to ensure that this software is free from any errors and mistakes, but
particularly because this software is based on a spreadsheet that it not locked and you are free to edit
as you wish – we cannot be held liable for any consequential loss.
As with all software – no warranty is to be implied – and no consequential losses to be incurred by us.
The user of AccountKeeper has the responsibilty to ensure that the software is meets their needs ( and
that he/she doesn't introduce any errors whilst editing the spreadsheets ).

This concludes this guide
We hope you find our software easy to use. Powerful yet flexible.
We'd love to get your feedback or recommendations for future improvements
or If you want further help or guidance then please go to to our website or get in touch directly.
This software is free – we just ask that you consider giving us a donation when and if you feel the time is right.

www.AllertonEPS-Software .co.uk
Greg

+44 7944 296136
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